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How the universe works has always been a fascinating tale for humans.
From the elementary particles to the formation of Galaxies, we have always
been eager to know the governing laws of universe. Our five human senses
connect us with nature. We receive information from our surroundings by
our touch, sight, hearing, smell and taste. Using these senses, we can study
matter and its behavior through space and time which helps us in gaining
knowledge about how the universe behaves. But is only having knowledge
sufficient? In order to create, we need imagination too. In 1929, Einstein in a
newspaper interview with the writer George Sylvester Viereck said: "I am
enough of an artist to draw freely on my imagination, which I think is more
important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the
world.”The name PSI (Ψ) symbolizes PHYSICS, SENSE and IMAGINATION.
Be it a wave or a particle, the concept has always started from imagination.
This departmental magazine is a small step towards igniting the spirit of
imagination among ourselves.

Thought behind 
the name PSI

Dr. Deep Kumar Kuri 
Assistant Professor
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It is an immense pleasure for me to work 

with the students in publishing this 

magazine. The students are very creative and 

have vast potential to surpass the world with 

their talented minds. The Faculties of the 

department were very helpful and inspiring. 

They always come up with new and robust 

ideas to overcome every problem that the 

students face. The idea that led to the 

publication of this magazine was initiated in 

an informal tea session. Creation of a more 

friendly environment and the freedom to 

express ones ideas has been the core motive 

of this magazine. The editor and the 

designing team have put their best to create 

this masterpiece. I wish the best to all and 

looking forward to be a member of such 

creative team in future.

Sanat Kumar Gogoi 

In-Charge 

In-charge’s Desk
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“When learning is purposeful, creativity blossoms.
When creativity blossoms, thinking emanates.
When thinking emanates, knowledge is fully lit.
When knowledge is lit, economy flourishes.”

—Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

Imagination and creativity form an important part of the
foundation of our knowledge. An idea that appears unclear at
first eventually flourishes into something beautiful. Even in the
field of science, it is imagination that gives impetus to the
curious minds of researchers to combine ideas and arrive at the
conscious representation of the well-formed explanations and
observations. It is also known that any successful invention or
creative endeavor has its foundations rooted within reality and
must satisfy the laws of the world it exists in. Therefore,
scientific study ensures that our creative endeavors are
anchored within the laws of nature, giving the endeavors a
higher probability of success.

This first issue of PSI features creative, inspiring and
resourceful insights comprising of articles, poems and
artworks. It is an attempt to reflect the particularity of the
Department of Physics as well as to showcase the activities and
accomplishments of the students over the recent period. This is
my first time as an editor and I am grateful to be a part of this
initiative.

I would like to thank our HOD Dr. Rashmi Patowary
Ma’am for giving us this opportunity as well as our faculty
members for their constant support and guidance. I would also
like to offer my special thanks to Sanat Kumar Gogoi Sir for
encouraging us to bring out this magazine. Furthermore, I
would like to thank my co-editor Biwajit Hazarika as well as
the incredibly talented creative team members Gayatri
Phukan(Design and Writing) and Kunal Kaustav Nath( cover
design) whose efforts and contributions are certainly
invaluable. Lastly, I hope that everyone will whole heartedly
support this magazine and send their valuable feedbacks so
that we can continue to learn and improve our work in the
upcoming issues.

Sangsthita Baruah
Editor

Editor’s Desk 
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Since the day the idea of bringing out PSI, the first ever online magazine from the Department of
Physics was conceived by the M.Sc. 4th semester students, I had been requested to pen down a
few lines for it. But being perpetually pressed for time- perhaps due to my own lack of time
management-I have been procrastinating. But I know with not even 24 hours for the scheduled
inauguration of PSI, I could not avoid this; in fact, I did not want to avoid this.

So here I am Nibbling at my pen and going down memory lane.

Year: 1993, Date: 1st August:

As a young lady freshly passed out from Gauhati University I walked a bit hesitantly down a long
corridor leading to the then unfamiliar Department of Physics, Digboi College. It was my 1st day as
an Assistant Professor at Digboi College. I reported to the Head of the Department, Mr. Deepak
Deb, a dynamic personality .He said -“Well our 1st batch of Major is in the final year. You have to
teach them Quantum Mechanics. And Mathematical Physics to the 2nd year major students... And
classical mechanics too...”

And the journey began. I was in a job I have always wanted to be in; in a place I was destined to
be for the next 30 years.

Slowly the number of students increased and so did our confidence. In 1994 we had our 1st

honours Graduate: Baburam Sharma. (He is presently a faculty at Tribhuvan University Nepal.) The
year in 1999 called for celebration: Our student Jasmine Ahmed made us proud by securing 1st

class 10th position. After that there was no waiting. We have continued the traditionof rank
holders till date. I must acknowledge the efforts of my senior colleagues in creating a friendly
learning atmosphere in this department.

In 2016 exactly 25 years after commencement of major courses in 1991, with the untiring efforts
of our dynamic Principal Dr. Dip Saikia, Master’s Degree in Physics under Dibrugarh university was
introduced in our department. The pressure of teaching from the Higher Secondary to the M.Sc.
classes seemed unsurmountable; but challenges are always welcome and young enthusiastic
faces of students from all over Assam inspires us to carry forward the Post graduate course.

In 2017 our department acquired the DBT STAR College status which was another feather in the 
cap. The associated fund has helped us in organizing activities that creates a difference. To name 
just a few..an IUCAA workshop, Robotics workshop, Antariksh workshop on Telescope Handling 
and Night Sky watching , Inter College Oral Presentation Competition, Meaningful extension 
activities. We have procured a six-inch Cassegranian telescope with a view to forming an 
astronomy club. The department was brimming with activities from 2018-2019 and were

PSI, VOL 1
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Dr. Rashmi Patowary     
Head of The Department
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determined to do much more....But then came the pandemic and the lockdown.. in fact, two

lockdowns. With the whole world coming to a standstill, we were no exception. As we struggled

to make online teaching effective, students started giving online presentations. When holding

programs became a far cry: we organized the National level presentation competition for the

undergraduate level students which was critically acclaimed to be a unique competition by one

and all.

Even after the lockdown, its effect has weighed heavy on the teaching learning

process, pulling it below the desired level and we were feeling somewhat demotivated, very

recently the outstanding achievement of our student Swapan Limbu (AIR:96 in Jam and AIR:48

rank JEST )has given a new leash of life to the department . We teachers are inspired to put in

our best efforts; students have been found to motivated and an atmosphere of peer coaching

has come up. It is a common sight nowadays in the department - a student teaching his or her

classmates or a junior student.

Our students are our greatest asset and the Alumni WhatsApp group created during lockdown

and consequently two online alumni meet has shown us a way to remain connected with our

alumni. We now have a Face Book page and also a Research Gate page of the Department of

Physics, Digboi College created and managed by our alumni. Another resource is Alumni talk

delivered by eminent alumni in different fields of Physics.

The department and me: we have both grown together hand in hand. I have seen the under

graduate section of our department growing from nowhere to a coveted position amongst

colleges under the parent university and I have no doubt that in a few years we will see the Post

Graduate section rising to unparalleled heights.I dream of a day when department will reach to

greater heights : flourishing in academics as well as research and above all create good citizens .

The Post graduate students are the torch bearers of this department and by taking this noble

initiative of bring out PSI they are reflecting their good will towards this department . We hope

this venture will be carried forward in the coming years.
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The night sky has been a source of inspiration for many scientists and creative thinkers. It

is even more interesting to think that all those galaxies, stars, planets and living things

are made up of elementary particles, yet they behave differently. There are 118 elements

in the periodic table, and all of them are made of protons, electrons, and neutrons.

Whenever we change the number of elementary particles inside an atom, it changes the

interaction among themselves as well as the total energy of the atom. The change in

interaction and total energy of the system leads to different behavior of the atom. For

example, Chlorine (Cl) has 17 protons which is highly reactive, while Argon (Ar) has 18

protons and it is completely inert. Similarly, when we put atoms together, they also show

different behavior from that of the constituent atoms. It is even more fascinating that

different arrangement of the same atom (constituent block) leads to material with different

behaviors. For example, graphite, diamond, graphene, and Fullerene are made up of

carbon, yet they show different behaviors only because they are arranged differently. On

the other hand, metallic, insulating, transparent, opaque, etc., properties of material can

not be realized in a single molecule.

For a physicist, it is important to understand the reasons behind these observations and

explain the same to the world.

To answer these question, we need to solve the Schrodinger's equation for the particular

system. The solution of the Schrodinger’s equation gives us the wave-function of the

system, energy eigenvalues and all other physical observable that we want to compute.

However, with the current development of mathematical methods and computational

facilities we can only solve the Schrodinger’s equation only for system with a few particles

(around 5-6). To convince the reader here is an example: let us consider the Hydrogen

(He) atom, which has only 1 electrons. The wavefunction ψ depends on all the co-

ordinates the electron. Once we solve the Schrodinger equation we will have t store the

wavefunction in the computer. For convenience we take 10 grid points in each spatial
direction. Thus it will be (10 × 10 × 10) 1000 values in 3D. For the H atom which has 2

electrons so that will be 10^6 values. Similarly, if we want to solve for the Ne atom which

has 10 electrons then it will be 10^30 values. Nowadays people use solid state drives

(SSDs) to store data. One SSD having 10^12 byte in common language 1TB storage

capacity weighs about 64 g. Even if we consider that 1 value re-quires 1 byte of memory

(16 byte in practice with double precision) then we will need around10^29 SSDs which

weighs more than 100 times the mass of the Earth.

PSI , VOL 1

Many – Particle Physics

Challenges, remedies and 

approximations

Sanat Kumar Gogoi
Assistant Professor
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But the systems that we want to solve (a solid system or a fluid system) consists

atoms/molecules of order 10^23. Hence we need to think this problem from a different

point of view and it is quite remarkable that with clever design of the problem we can

solve the modified version of the Schrodinger’s equation for millions of atoms.

One of the idea that broke this bottleneck by introducing density as the primary interest

rather than calculating the wave-function of the system. It turns out that we can express

the total energy of the system as a function of the density of particle in the system. There

are two theorems known as Hohenberg - Kohn theorem which says that (i) For any

system of interacting particles in an external potential the ground state particle density

determines the potential uniquely, and (ii) For any external potential a universal functional

for the energy in terms of density can be defined and the exact ground state energy of the

system is the global minimum value of this functional. With the help of this two theorem

one can modify the Schrodinger equation for a many particle system into an effective

single particle Schrodinger equation. Once we have a single particle Schrodinger equation

we can solve it and determine any physical quantity that we need.

PSI , VOL 1
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The description of nature as told by Newton

and his followers seemed to fail at certain

situations. The first indications of this were

during the late 1800s when physicists were

trying to explain the thermal radiations. The

classical theory predicted that the amount

of light energy radiated would be infinite

which is absurdly wrong. Quantum theory

developed in an attempt to solve this

problem. On their way physicists

discovered that the dynamical variables

which we thought were perfectly

measurable were not and that these

variables have a limit to which they can be

measured. So, in this mechanics it was not

possible to talk of definite momentum or

definite position without talking into account

the inherent uncertainty that accompanied

them. The uncertainty relation is

mathematically written as

Where physically it means that if you

calculate the standard deviation of x and

standard deviation p in any state a system

can be then the product of the two can

never be smaller than Τℏ 2 . This is not the

only uncertainty followed in quantum

mechanics. It turns out that every canonical

pair of dynamical variables have similar

form. For e.g,

So why we don’t use quantum mechanics

for solving the motion of earth around the

sun?Because, the time scale time period of

orbit which is of order 107 and energy is

where

GmM/2R which is of order 1032 so there are

no visual quantum effects for this system but

consider an electron revolving around a

nucleus. If you calculate the time period it

comes out of order of 10−15 and energy is of

order 10−19 so the product becomes of

order 10−34 which starts to become

comparable to the uncertainty threshold so

that the quantum effects become extremely

important in this system. That is why

classical physics was not able to solve the

hydrogen atom because classical mechanics

is only applicable where the product of

uncertainties is much larger than Planck’s

constant.

Mathematical Description of The New

Mechanics

Without going into the history of 

mathematical methods we put forward the 

description. In quantum mechanics the state 

of a system is described by a ket vector 

𝐼𝜓 > in Hilbert space. Suppose you want to 

solve a quantum mechanical system you will 

first find or guess the Hamiltonian for the 

system and then find the base kets of the 

Hamiltonian. These base kets are 

orthogonal to each other in Hilbert space. 

Any general ket vector can then be 

represented by the linear combination of 

these base kets just like any vector in 3D 

can be represented as linear combination of 

3 orthogonal vectors.

𝐼𝜓˃ = σ𝑖
𝑛 𝐶

𝑖
𝐼𝜙𝑖˃ , when there are n base 

kets for the system.These 𝐶𝑖’s are the 

coefficients which give the amplitude for the

QUANTUM PHYSICAL 

NATURE OF LOOKING AT 

THE WORLD

Swapan Limbu

BSc 6th Semester
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system to be in ⅈ′th state. Once the base

kets are determined we can study the time

evolution of 𝐼𝜓 > by using the differential

equation

ⅈℏ
ⅆ𝐶𝑖

ⅆ𝑡
=

𝑖
𝐻𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑗

Where 𝐻𝑖𝑗 is called the Hamiltonian matrix

and 𝐻𝑖𝑗 = 𝜙𝑖 𝐻 𝜙𝑗 is Hamiltonian

representation in 𝐼𝜙 > basis.

In this case the basis are discrete, when

the basis are continuous we get for the

above equation the Schrodinger equation.

So the Schrodinger equation gives the

time evolution of the general ket in

continuous coordinate representation.

So for an example when we solve for the

electron in hydrogen atom we need to

know the base kets and the Hamiltonian.

Once base kets are found the general ket

time evolution is given by the differential

equation given above.

But how to find the Hamiltonian matrix?

And how many base kets would there be

in this system. Base kets can be thought

of as the degrees of freedom. But how to

know its degrees of freedom. We do not

know what the electrons are actually doing

inside the hydrogen atom. We don’t know

if the electrons have any internal degrees

of freedom. So how do we find the base

kets. It turns out if we can guess the

Hamiltonian matrix then its eigenfunctions

gives us the base kets. But again how to

guess the Hamiltonian matrix. And what

would be the dimensions of the matrix.

This is an impossible task to do in this

framework. So we have to go into the

coordinate representation where our ket

vector becomes the so called ‘wave

function’ of the system. The solution of the

Schrodinger equation then gives the wave

function for different states which are

infinite set of states. We do this because

the Hamiltonian matrix which was so hard

to find in the matrix form is just the Kinetic

+ Electrostatic Potential Energy in
coordinate representation

So the Hamiltonian matrix would be of

infinite dimension and there would be

infinite number of base kets for the

hydrogen atom. So is this the end of

physics of hydrogen atom? No. We did not

take into account the fact that the nucleus

can also have internal degrees of freedom

and the fact that the nucleus and electron

could be spinning. So there are more base

states than we considered before and we

need to find the Hamiltonian matrix for

these base states as well if we want to

know their physics. So it is a very

complicated game but the rules are still

simple and i.e. to find the Hamiltonian and

base kets and use the time evolution

differential equation to find the time

evolution of coefficients 𝐶𝑖 . But suppose

when we want to study how EM waves of

visible region effect the hydrogen atom

then the energy of visible radiation is not so

much that it can affect the nuclear base

kets. It can only affect the electronic base

kets. That is we can safely say for this

particular phenomena of visible radiation

affecting the hydrogen atom as a quantum

mechanical system with only the electronic

base kets.

Suppose now we have gamma rays

affecting the hydrogen atom then the case

is different. Now we have to take nuclear

base kets and neglect the electronic base

kets(energy is so high that it doesn't even

feel that the electron is present around the

nucleus) and find the Hamiltonian of

nucleus and the EM radiation which will

give all the information about the transitions

and radiation phenomena.

The main goal of all quantum physicists is

then to find or guess this Hamiltonian

matrix. Once the matrix is found then the

game becomes very easy.

So then be happy finding your Hamiltonian

matrix.
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According to a poll of scientists conducted by Physics World magazine (December

1999),the top ten physicists in history are as follows:

1.Albert Einstein

2.Isaac Newton

3.James Clerk Maxwell

4.Niels Bohr

5.Werner Heisenberg

6.Galileo Galilei

7.Richard Feynman

8.Paul Dirac

9.Erwin Schrodinger

10..Ernest Rutherford

THE 10 BEST 

PHYSICISTS

1. Albert Einstein

Three great theories define our physical knowledge of the

universe: relativity, quantum mechanics and gravitation. The first

is the handiwork of German-born Albert Einstein (1879-1955),

who remains the physicist with the greatest reputation for

originality of thought. His work showed that space and time are

not immutable but are fluid and malleable. Einstein, who took US

citizenship in 1940, also provided the world with its most famous

equation, E=mc2, which demonstrates the equivalence of mass

and energy. His name has become synonymous with the idea of

genius and he died a celebrity. He was awarded the 1921 Nobel

prize for physics.

2. Isaac Newton

Co-inventor of calculus, a major contributor to the

science of optics and a gifted mathematician, Isaac Newton

(1643-1727), who was born in Lincolnshire, outlined the laws

of mechanics that now underpin vast swaths of classical

physics. Most important of all,Newton outlined the principle

of gravity, which explained how the planets revolve round

the sun. During his life, he was showered with honours,

including the presidency of the Royal Society. He is

renowned as a supreme rationalist, though he actually wrote

more about alchemy and religion, including a 300,000-word

treatise that attempted to prove the pope was really the

Antichrist and an “apocalyptic whore”.

Kangkana Gogoi
M.Sc 4th Sem
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3.James Clerk Maxwell

In contrast to Newton and Einstein, Edinburgh-born Maxwell (1831-79) is

virtually unknown to the general public. Yet his contribution to physics was

every bit as significant, particularly his discovery of the theory of

electromagnetism. This showed that electricity, magnetism and light are all

manifestations of the same phenomenon, the electromagnetic field. The

development of radio, TV and radar were the direct consequences. Maxwell

also carried out pioneering work in optics and colour vision. However, in his

later years, his God-fearing Scottish upbringing brought him into dispute with

the evolutionary thinking of Darwin and others and he wrote papers

denouncing natural selection.

4.Niels Bohr

Born in Copenhagen, Bohr (1885-1962) developed the

modern idea of an atom, which has a nucleus at the centre with

electrons revolving round it. When electrons move from one

energy level to another, they emit discrete quanta of energy. The

work won Bohr a Nobel prize in 1922. For his achievements,

Carlsberg brewery gave Bohr a special gift: a house with a

pipeline connected to its brewery next door, thus providing him

with free beer for life. In 1954, Bohr helped establish Cern, the

European particle physics facility. In 1975, his son, Aage, won a

Nobel for research on atomic nuclei.

5.Werner Heisenberg

Werner Heisenberg played a crucial role in the creation of

quantum mechanics, developing the matrix mechanics

formulation, establishing that the behavior of atomic sized

particles is very different from larger objects, sometimes with

bizarre consequences. Although Albert Einstein did not like it,

Heisenberg showed that God continuously plays dice with the

universe. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle established that

particles have paired properties that cannot both be known

precisely. For example, if you know a particle’s position with high

precision, you cannot know its momentum with high precision –

there is always a level of uncertainty.

6.Galileo Galilei

Born in Pisa, Galileo (1564-1642) initially trained as a

doctor. On hearing of the invention of the telescope in 1609,

he built his own and turned it to the heavens, revealing the

existence of sunspots and a pitted, mountainous surface on

the moon: the heavens were not incorruptible. His studies

also provided support for the idea that the Earth revolves

round the sun. This got Galileo into considerable trouble with

the Catholic church and he was forced to abandon that

backing in 1633. His work on falling bodies also laid the

groundwork for Newton’s subsequent theories.
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7/Richard Feynman

One of the 20th century’s most influential and colourful

physicists, Feynman (1918-88) played a key role in the

development of quantum electrodynamics, the theory that

describes how light and matter interact, earning him a Nobel

prize in 1965. Feynman also contributed to the fields of quantum

computing and nanotechnology and was a member of the

Rogers Commission that lambasted Nasa over the destruction of

space shuttle Challenger in 1986. He was a keen drummer,

experimented with drugs and often worked on physics problems

in topless bars because he said they helped him concentrate.

Feynman died in 1988, aged 69.

8.Paul Dirac

One of the most revered – and strangest – figures in physics.

The son of a Swiss father and English mother, Dirac (1902-84) was

born in Bristol. He predicted the existence of antimatter, created

some of quantum mechanics’ key equations and laid the

foundations for today’s micro-electronics industry. Dirac won a

Nobel in 1933 but remained “an Edwardian geek”, according to

biographer Graham Farmelo. He turned down a knighthood

because he didn’t want people using his first name, while his

daughter, Monica, never once remembered him laughing. “This

balancing on the dizzying path between genius and madness is

awful,” Einstein said of him.

9.Erwin Schrodinger

Erwin Schrödinger established the wave mechanics

formulation of quantum mechanics which, in contrast to Werner

Heisenberg’s matrix formulation, allowed a degree of visualization.

Schrödinger portrayed electrons as waves, spread out rather than

in any given location. He showed that his wave and Heisenberg’s

matrix formulations, although superficially different, were

mathematically equivalent. In his later years, Schrödinger became

unhappy with quantum mechanics and is famous for the

Schrödinger’s cat thought experiment, in which he attempted to

show the absurdity of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum

mechanics.

10.Ernest Rutherford

New Zealand-born Rutherford (1871-1937) is considered

one of the greatest of all experimental physicists. He discovered

the idea of radioactive half-life and showed that radioactivity

involved the transmutation of one chemical element to another.

He was awarded a Nobel in 1908 “for his investigations into the

disintegration of the elements”. Rutherford later became director

of the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge University where,

under his leadership, the neutron was discovered by James

Chadwick in 1932 and the first experiment to split the nucleus

was carried out by John Cockcroft and Ernest Walton. The

element rutherfordium was named after him in 1997.
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HYDROGEN MOLECULE 

TURNED IN A 

QUANTUM SENSOR

Physicists at the University of California, have

demonstrated the use of a hydrogen molecule as a quantum

sensor in a terahertz laser-equipped scanning tunnelling

microscope, a technique that can measure the chemical

properties of materials at unprecedented time and spatial

resolutions.`This novel technique can also be applied to the

analysis of two-dimensional material which have the potential to

play a role in advanced energy systems, electronics and

quantum computers. The hydrogen molecule is a two level

system because its orientation shifts between two positions .

Through a laser pulse it can coax the system to go from a ground

state to an excited state resulting in a superposition of two

states. The hydrogen molecule became a part of the quantum

microscope in the sense that wherever the microscope scanned,

the hydrogen was there in between the tip and the sample.It

makes an extremely sensitive probe , allowing to see the

variations in angstrom.

As long as hydrogen can be adsorbed onto a material, one

can use hydrogen as a sensor to characterize the material itself

through observations of their electrostatic field distribution.

The ability to characterize materials at this level on

hydrogen’s quantum coherence can be of great use in science

since their functioning often depends on surface imperfections .

Gayatri Devi Sonowal

M.Sc 4th Sem
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Ever since I was three I have grown up

being a younger sister to a deaf sibling.

My parents found out that my sister

Trisha was profoundly deaf just after she

turned one, though it was deduced that

she had been deaf since birth.

Around that time life was pretty difficult

and due to recurrent meningitis resulting

from an inner ear deformity, she was in

and out of hospital for over a year.

As there was no possibility of my sister

ever using hearing aids and cochlear

implants, we all had to learn sign

language, a skill that has given me a love

of languages and an openness towards

other cultures.

It also meant that growing up, my sister

and I were incredibly close as it was

through me that she had the possibility of

mixing with hearing children of the same

age.

Everywhere we would go together, I

would have to listen to the people what

they say and then translate to her as I

could not listen and sign at the same time.

If we wanted to go to the cinema we

had to go to a subtitled screening .

Nonetheless she would always help

me learn and improve on my sign

language and be there as a shoulder to

cry on whenever necessary.

School was a place where she

could flourish and start becoming such

an independent spirit.

My parents decided not to do

her schooling from any deaf school but

a totally normal school where all her

classmates were hearing students. She

appeared her 10th from state board and

she secured 1st division with letter

marks in 2 of her subjects. This was the

first moment when everyone in our

family cried , not because we are sad

but because she made us so proud .

After that she did her higher secondary

and bachelors in science in computer

science from Cotton university , one of

the best known in the state. And even

here she graduated with flying colors.

And lastly of course she did her masters

from Gauhati university where she was

1st class 4th from her department.

And now recently she appeared for a

state government exam, where she has

been selected as junior administrative

assistant in Assam Secretariat .

Why I am proud of 
my Deaf sister

Saptashikha Chakraborty

M.Sc. 4th Sem
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Dear readers, you might be thinking why am I sharing her academic transcripts with

you all, this is because she is 100% deaf. She is not like us. She didn’t even go to deaf

school . She stayed among all hearing people and hence because of all her own

hardwork she gained it. And I feel proud to share this..

Not many people understand that she has no hearing at all and thus they treat her

with indifference and ignorance. Only a handful of my friends growing up could

communicate with her and include her in our activities.

I always hated it when she was excluded as it made her upset and frustrated. This

still happen now as apart from when she went to school and to college , she is

surrounded by hearing people all the time, and my parents and I have to fight to get

some recognition and even tolerance from those around us.

This even extends to our wider family because apart from the four of us, the rest of

the family doesn’t properly sign or even attempt to communicate without having to go

via myself .

As both my sister and I find it hugely frustrating and infuriating, we always end up

having our own conversations and no longer enjoy family gatherings as we feel isolated.

It was fine when we were little because we could run off and play with our toys, but

now that we are older, people always think that we are being extremely rude if we leave

and do our own thing.

Be that as it may, this does not stop my sister being proud of who she is, proud that

she has fought through life’s problems and continues to be strong.

Forced to be very independent, she doesn’t allow ignorant people to get her down

or stop her from living her life to the fullest. She is an inspiration to me and to others

she meets, and she has opened doors to career paths for me that without her, would

have forever remained locked.

She is who she is and I am proud to call her my sister.

PSI, VOL 1



Black holes are some of the most and fascinating objects in space. A black hole is a

region of space time where gravity is so strong that no particles even electromagnetic

radiation such as light can escape from it. The existence of a black hole was first

predicted by Albert Einstein in 1916, but the term ‘black hole’ was coined in 1967 by

American astronomer John Wheeler. Our home galaxy, the milky way may harbor some

100 billion black holes. Black holes are points in space that are so dense that they create

gravity sinks. There are four types of black holes: stellar, intermediate, supermassive and

miniature. In this article I will only talk about stellar and supermassive black holes.

Stellar death is the most common way for the formation of a black hole. By saying

stellar death we mean the death of stars which leads to many nuclear processes. Stars

are very giant astronomical objects comprising of a luminous plasma. But the largest of

these fiery bodies, those at least 10-20 times massive as our sun will become stellar-

mass black holes.

After the formation of a black hole its growth depends on absorbing mass from its

surroundings. Supermassive black holes are million times the mass of the sun. They are

formed by absorbing other stars and merging with other black holes.

The modern version of a black hole was proposed by German physicist Karl

Schwarzschild in 1915. It was realized that it was possible for mass to be squeezed into

an infinitely small point . This would make space time around it bend so that nothing-not

even massless photons of light would escape its curvature. The core of a black hole is

called singularity. Once a black hole achieves a stable condition after formation, it will

have only three independent properties: mass, electrical charge and angular momentum,

otherwise it is featureless. Black holes have this incredible ability to literally stretch us into

a long spaghetti like strand. Appropriately this phenomenon is called spaghettification.

The singularity at the center of the black hole breaks down our standard laws of

physics and could in theory, change these conditions and spawn a new slightly altered

universe. And interestingly this theory behind the black holes spawning a new universe is

an active field of research today.
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A Known Mystery : 
Black Holes

Debangshee Paul
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From my childhood, I had a profound fascination to observe the night sky. I would

gaze up till my neck hurt just to find that one shooting star. Then my dad would tease me

saying, "Look there it was, you missed it.”

When I was 8 years old, I had my first ever visit to a planetarium. I was in awe thinking

how could something be so enthralling. It was also one of the reasons that caused my

interest in science and ultimately got me into physics. For days after that visit, I would

daydream about the galaxies that I saw, the planets, the constellations.

Even while growing up, this interest of mine had its impact. Every time I heard about

some celestial event in the news, I checked to see if it was visible from our region .

Although in most cases it was not. I would envy the countries that were able to witness

most of the comets, meteor showers, planetary transits. But I still had one thing I could

do ; that was to look up constellations. The first ever constellation that had my eyes was

The Orion, when I was 10 years old. In due course I was able to locate a lot of them -

Sagittarius, Cassiopeia, the big dipper, Hydra, Leo and many more . Other than that, I

was also once able to focus Mars into my low-resolution telescope.

Recently I found an app called Stellarium which shows the accurate location of the

constellations and even the names of the visible satellites at a particular moment .This is

something I would recommend to my fellow stargazers. At the same time, I believe that

searching for constellations on one's own is significantly more fulfilling. It is possible to

utilize the app as a guide.

Back in December 2020, I was lucky enough to witness The Geminid meteor shower.

The best viewing was typically around 2 am. So, I had to set an alarm as I didn’t really

stay up late. My dad and I went to the roof of our house and watched the sky.After a

while, we realized that when we constantly focused on a particular area, the showers

were visible.Of course they were lightly visiblebut this probably was one of the best

moments of my life. As I had read somewhere, finding meteors is like fishing, you go and

sometimes you catch a big one!

When looking up at the night sky, one may truly appreciate their smallness and

insignificance in the vastness of the universe .As goes a famous quote by Bill Watterson-

“If people looked at stars each night, they’d live a lot differently.When you look into infinity, you realize that there are
more important things than what people do all day”

My 
fascination 

with the night 
sky

Sangsthita Baruah

M.Sc  4th Sem
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Our ancestors relied on fire for light,

warmth and cooking. Today at the flick of a

switch, turn of a knob or the push of a

button we have instant power. This is

possible because of the electric current. Do

you know what is current? In this article, let

us learn and find how electric current has

revolutionised modern day living. It is one

of the important discoveries that helped us

transform our way of living. From the time

we wake up till the time we sleep at night,

our life is dependent on electricity. From the

basic bread toaster, baking oven to the

commonly used television all require

electric current to operate. The most

common device, mobile phones use the

electric current to charge the battery for the

operation. Besides playing a major part at

home, electricity also plays an important

role in industries, transportation and

communication.In this article I have

focused on some basics of electric current.

WHAT ELECTRICITY IS?

It is obviously the flow of charge,

basically electrons for conductors and

electrons and holes for semiconductors. In

an electrolyte the charge carriers are ions,

while in plasma, an ionized gas, they are

ions and electrons. The SI unit of electric

current is the ampere, or amp, which is

the flow of electric charge across a surface

at the rate of one coulomb per second. The

ampere (symbol: A) is an SI base unit of

Electric current which is measured using a

device called an ammeter. Electric currents

create magnetic field, which are used

in motors, generators, inductors, and

transformers. In ordinary conductors, they

cause joule heating, which creates

incandescence light bulb. Time-varying

currents emit electromagnetic waves, which

are used in telecommunication to broadcast

information.

TWO TYPES OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

In ALTERNATING CURRENT (AC)

systems, the movement of electric charge

periodically reverses direction. AC is the

form of electric power most commonly

delivered to businesses and residences.

The usual waveform of an AC power circuit

is a sine wave, though certain applications

use alternative waveforms, such as

triangular or square waves. Audio and radio

signals carried on electrical wires arealso

examples of alternating current . An

important goal in these applications is

recovery of information encoded (or

modulated) onto the AC signal.

ELECTRIC CURRENT :-
THE FLOW OF CHARGE

Ranjeet Newpane

M.Sc 4th Sem
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In contrast, DIRECT CURRENT(DC) refers

to a system in which the movement of

electric charge in only one direction

(sometimes called unidirectional flow).

Direct current is produced by sources such

as batteries, thermocouples, solar cells,

and commutator -type electric machines of

the dynamo type. Alternating current can

also be converted to direct current through

use of a rectifier. Direct current may flow in

a conductor such as a wire, but can also

flow through semiconductors, insulators, or

even through a vacuum as in electron or

ion beam. An old name for direct current

was galvanic current.

UNIQUE CONDUCTION                

MECHANISMS   

1)IN GASES AND PLASMA

In air and other ordinary gases below the

breakdown field, the dominant source of

electrical conduction is via relatively few

mobile ions produced by radioactive

gases, ultraviolet light, or cosmic rays.

Since the electrical conductivity is low,

gases are dielectrics or insulators.

However, once the applied electric field

approaches the breakdown value, free

electrons become sufficiently accelerated

by the electric field to create additional free

electrons by colliding, and ionizing, neutral

gas atoms or molecules in a process called

avalanche breakdown. The breakdown

process forms a plasma that contains

enough mobile electrons and positive ions

to make it an electrical conductor. In the

process, it forms a light emitting conductive

path, such as a spark, arc or lightening.

Plasma is the state of matter where some

of the electrons in a gas are stripped or

"ionized" from their molecules or atoms. A

plasma can be

formed by high temperature, or by

application of a high electric or alternating

magnetic field as noted above. Due to their

lower mass, the electrons in a plasma

accelerate more quickly in response to an

electric field than the heavier positive ions,

and hence carry the bulk of the current.

The free ions recombine to create new

chemical compounds (for example,

breaking atmospheric oxygen into single

oxygen [O2 → 2O], which then recombine

creating ozone [O3])

2)VACCUM

Since a "perfect vacuum

"contains no charged particles, it normally

behaves as a perfect insulator. However,

metal electrode surfaces can cause a

region of the vacuum

to become conductive by injecting free

electrons or ions through either field

electron emission or thermionic emission.

Thermionic emission occurs when the

thermal energy exceeds the metal's work

function, while electron emission occurs

when the electric field at the surface of the

metal is high enough to cause tunneling,

which results in the ejection of free

electrons from the metal into the

vacuum. Externally heated electrodes are

often used to generate an electron cloud as

in the filament or indirectly heated cathode

of vacuum tubes. Cold electrodes can also

spontaneously produce electron clouds via

thermionic emission when small

incandescent regions (called cathode spots

or anode spots) are formed.

These are incandescent regions of the

electrode surface that are created by a

localized high current.

These regions may be initiated by field

emission electron, but are then sustained

by localized thermionic emission once a

vacuum arc forms.

PSI, VOL 1
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These small electron-emitting regions can form quite rapidly, even explosively,

on a metal surface subjected to a high electrical field. Vacuum tubes and sprytrons are

some of the electronic switching and amplifying devices based on vacuum conductivity.

VARIATION OF RESISTANCE WITH LENGTH AND AREA OF CROSS SECTION

Resistance , R is directly proportional to length , L of the conductor and inversely

proportional to area of cross section ,A of the conductor i.e R ∝ L

R∝ A

Or R ∝ L/A

Which proves that resistance will increase if we increase the length of the conductor

and it will decrease if we increase the area of cross section of the conductor.

ant)

Some misconceptions are there that there will be increase in the value of resistance if we 

roll a wire although length and area of cross section are not changed. It is not true 

because no change in the the resistance of a conductor takes place until and unless we 
change it’s area of cross section or length (while temperature should be const

PSI, VOL 1
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An aurora is a natural phenomenon which is characterized by a display of a natural-

colored (green, red, yellow or white) light in the sky. It is a light show which is caused

when electrically-charged particles from the sun collide with particles from gases such as

oxygen and nitrogen present in the Earth’s atmosphere.

Aurora is sometimes referred to as ‘polar light’. It is predominantly seen in the regions

of high altitudes like the Arctic and Antarctic. An aurora is caused by the streams of

electrified particles (which are emitted by the sun) trapped in the magnetic field of the

earth. It is produced when this magnetosphere is disturbed by the solar wind carrying the

charged particles. Auroras are seen in latitudes of around 70 degrees. They generally

occur in a band known as ‘auroral zone’. The auroral zone is 3 to 6 degrees wide in

latitude. It lies between 10 and 20 degrees from the geomagnetic poles. This is visible

quite clearly during the night. Auroras can sometimes be seen at latitudes below the

actual auroral zone. Auroras can appear in various forms like streamers, patches, arcs,

scattered light, diffused light etc. The brightest and the most distinctive of all forms of

auroras are the ones which are curtain-like in the shape of an arc, extending in the east-

west direction. This natural light effect is known as ‘aurora borealis’ in northern altitudes,

while the effect in the southern latitudes is known as ‘aurora australis’. (Auroras that

occur in Northern hemisphere are known as aurora borealis and auroras that take place

in Southern hemisphere are known as aurora australis.) Aurora borealis is also known as

‘Northern lights’. Similarly, aurora australis is also known as ‘Southern lights’.

AURORA

Deepjyoti Debnath

BSc 4th Sem
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There has always been a debate in the science community since ages, on

whether Mathematics is superior to Physics or Physics to Mathematics.

Both Physics and Mathematics were developed independently for different purposes

and reasons. Mathematics is mainly focused on abstract ideas or topics such as

quantity ( number theory), structure ( algebra), space (geometry). What mathematicians

do, is they look for patterns and analyse if that pattern is connected to something

deeper( they like to generalize the idea) and develop new ideas, concepts and theories

using pure logic and mathematical reasoning. Unlike physics , mathematics is not

always centered around physical meanings. Mathematicians may not do experiments to

support their ideas rather they use proof as a support.

On the other hand, Physicists are focused on the study of the natural laws of the

universe, from macroscopic to the microscopic level. Unlike Mathematicians, Physicists

are more interested in the special cases rather than in the general cases. Also,

Physicists do rigorous experiments and observation with combination to theories to

support their ideas. This difference in ideas and goals sets a natural conflict between

the two fields. Mathematicians say that Maths is the language of the universe and since

Physics is the study of the universe itself, hence mathematics is the language of

physics. Thus, Physics gives meaning to mathematics.

Some Mathematicians argue that physics is just applied mathematics. Yes,

physics does include mathematics and we’re not shy about it but we also do not hide

behind it.

For instance, does the information always flow from mathematics to physics? No, its

mutual. Information also flows from physics to mathematics. Physics gives inspiration or

it acts as an impetus to mathematics with theoretical concepts such as general relativity

and quantum field theory giving them reasons to develop new ideas and tools.

Many Mathematicians and Physicists are working together on various research

programmes across the globe such as the quantum field theory

which if could be understood properly or described in a mathematical

way, would benefit both physics and mathematics. So, Physics and

Mathematics are closely tied, they are like the two sides of a coin.

Both complement each other and are equally important in their own

ways.

WHY DO 
MATHEMATICIANS 
AND PHYSICISTS 

ARGUE?

-Sanjay Thapa

M.Sc. 4th Sem
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THE CASE  AGAINST 
HELIOCENTRISM 

The Sagnac experiment, proving the

existence of ether, destroys the theory of

relativity, which necessarily assumes that

there is no ether. The Michelson/Gale

experiment proved that thither passed

over the earth once every 24 hours, but it

did not prove whether it was the ether

moving or the earth spinning.Airy’s failure

determined with scientific certainty that in

fact it was the ether carrying the stars that

was moving over the earth and that the

earth was stationary. Dr. Neville Thomas

Jones, Ph.D.explains that “George Airy

proved that the world was stationary and

the stars are moving.” Because his

experiment proved that the earth does not

move, which was the opposite of the

expected outcome, Air's experiment is

commonly known as “Air's failure.”

The Sun

“Regiments of figures are paraded with all

the learned jargon for which science is

famous, but one might as well look at the

changing clouds in the sky and seek for

certainty there, as to expect to get it from

the propounders of modern astronomy.

But is there no means of testing these

everchanging never-stable speculations

and bringing them to the scrutiny of the

hard logic of fact? Indeed, there is. The

distance of the sun can be measured with

much precision, the same way as a tree or

a house, or church steeple is measured,

by plane triangulation. It is the principle on

which a house is built, a table made or a

man-of-war constructed … The sun is

always somewhere between the tropics of

Cancer and Capricorn, a distance

admitted to be less than 3,000 miles;

how then can the sun if it be so many

thousand miles in diameter, squeeze itself

into a space of about 3,000 miles only? But

look at the distance, say the professors! We

have already done that and not one of the

wise men we have so often challenged, has

ever attempted to refute the principle on

which we measure the sun’s distance … If

the navigator neglects to apply the sun’s

semi diameter to his observation at sea, he

is 16 nautical miles out in calculating the

position his ship is in. A minute of arc on the

sextant represents a nautical mile,and if the

semi-diameter be 16 miles, the diameter is

of course 32 miles. And as measured by the

sextant, the sun’s diameter is 32 minutes of

arc, that is 32 nautical miles in diameter. Let

him disprove this who can. If ever disproof is

attempted, it will be a literary curiosity, well

worth framing.” -Thomas Winship, “Zetetic

Cosmogony” (114-120) Eric Dollard (called a

modern-day Tesla), says that the current

Sun is losing power. He says the Sun burns

no energy, actually burns nothing, and has

no fusion, but is more a convertor of

electromagnetic light. A giant Tesla lamp, so

to speak. So, the Sun is not just a burning

celestial body that's emanating heat like a

camp fire, because if it were it would have

been hotter on mountain peaks or at 20

miles’ altitude, for example.

But that is not the case, it gets very cold as

we go up to 100km. We know this for a fact.

So then, the light from the Sun reacts with

the dense atmosphere at ground level and it

produces heat.

In interactions with matter, visible light

primarily acts to elevate electrons to higher

energy levels, thus we see that visible light

Richard Gogoi
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and gamma rays and microwaves are

really the same things. They are all

electromagnetic radiation; they just differ

in their wavelengths.

Most of the electromagnetic radiation from

the Sun is in the form of visible light. Light

is made up of waves of different

frequencies. These frequencies are

interpreted by our brain as colors. Infrared

waves and ultraviolet waves are two types

of waves from the Sun that we cannot

see. So because the atmosphere is so

dense at ground levels the microwaves

from the Sun generate heat by generating

electron excitation in the air gases.

The same phenomenon happens also to

living organisms. We all know the heating

effect that Sunlight has on our skin. The

denser an object is - the greater is the

heating effect.

This type of heat transfer can be observed

on Sunny days. Your face will feel warm

when you are standing in the Sun. The

Sunlight is absorbed by your face, and

warms your face without warming the air

around you at the same level. The energy

from the Sun that is absorbed by your

face is called radiant energy or radiation.

Radiation is the transfer of this heat

energy by electromagnetic waves. So, the

light that comes from the Sun is complex

and intelligently designed with many

frequencies.

Self-Luminous Moon

NASA and modern astronomy maintain

that the Moon is a solid, spherical, Earth-

like habitation which man has actually

flown to and set foot on. They claim the

Moon is a non-luminescent planetoid

which receives and reflects all its light

from the Sun. The reality is, however, that

the Moon is not a solid body, it is clearly

circular, but not spherical, and not in any

way an Earth-like planetoid which humans

could set foot on. In fact, the Moon is

largely transparent and completely self-

luminescent, shining with its own unique

light.he Sun’s lights golden, warm,

drying,preservative and antiseptic, while

The Moon’s light is silver, cool, damp,

putrefying and septic.TheSun’s rays

decrease the combustion of a bonfire, while

the Moon’s rays increase combustion. Plant

and animal substances exposed to sunlight

quickly dry shrink, coagulate, and lose the

tendency to decompose and putrefy; grapes

and other fruits become solid, partially

candied and preserved like raisins, dates,

and prunes; animal flesh coagulates, loses

its volatile gaseous constituents, becomes

firm, dry, and slow to decay. When exposed

to moonlight, however, plant and animal

substances tend to show symptoms of

putrefaction and decay.

In direct sun light thermometer will read

higher than another thermometer

placed in the shade, but in full, direct

moonlight a thermometer will read lower

than another placed in the shade. If the

Sun’s light is collected in a large lens and

thrown to a focus point it can create

significant heat, while the Moon 'slight

collected similarly creates no heat. In the

"Lancet Medical Journal,” from March 14th,

1856, particulars are given of

several experiments which proved the

Moon's rays when concentrated can

actually reduce the temperature upon a

thermometer more than eight degrees.

“The sun's light, when concentrated bya

number of planeor concave mirrors throwing

the light to the same point; or by a large

burninglens,producesa black ornon-

luminous focus, inwhich the heat is so

intense that metallic and alkaline substances

arequickly fused;earthy and mineral

compounds almost immediately vitrified; and

all animal and vegetable structures in a few

seconds decomposed, burned

up and destroyed. The moon's light

concentrated in the above manner produces

a focus so brilliant and luminous that it is

difficult to look upon it; yet there is no

increase of temperature. In the focus of

sunlight there is great heat but no light. In

that of the moon's light there is great light

but no heat.”-Dr.Samuel Rowbotham,

“Zetetic Astronomy, Earth Not a Globe!”
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T“Light which is reflected must necessarily

be of the same character as that which

causes the reflection, but the light of the

Moon is altogether different from the light

of the Sun, therefore the light of the Moon

is not reflected from the Sun.The

Sun'slightis red and hot, the Moon's pale

and cold- the Sun's dries and preserves

certain kinds of fish and fruit, such as

cod and grapes, for the table, but the

Moon's turns such to putrefaction- the

sun's will often putout coal fire, while

theMoon'swillcause ittoburn more brightly-

the rays of the Sun, focused through a

burning-glass, will set wood onfire,and

even fuse metals,while the rays of the

Moon, concentrated to the strongest

power, do not exhibit the very slightest

signs of heat.I have

myselflongthoughtthatthe light of the Moon

is Electric, but, be that as it may, even a

Board School child can perceive that its

light is totally unlike that of the Sun.”-

David Ward law Scott, “Terra Firma” (151-

2)

“There are three classes of people: those

who see. Those who see when they are

shown. Those who do not see.”

― Leonardo da Vinci

Gravitation

According to the heliocentric model, the

force of gravity at the equator is perfectly

balanced against the centrifugal force of

the spinning earth. All persons and objects

are supposedly perfectly balanced through

gravity by their mass against the

centrifugal force of the spinning earth to

remain attached to theearthThe problem

with the gravitational theory is that

according to that theory, the gravitational

attraction to the earth by all persons and

objects remains the same at all places on

the earth.That means that the gravitational

force at the North Pole is the same as the

gravitational force at the equator. That

poses a very real problem if the

earth is spinning as alleged. That is

because the centrifugal force decreases

every mile toward the north pole, where the

centrifugal force is ultimately reduced to

zero, because the North Pole is the axis of

the supposedly spinning earth. On a globe,

as you travel north or south of the equator

the circumference parallel to the equator

becomes less. Consequently, the speed of

the earth’s spin at those more northern and

southern latitudes from the equator would

be slower than its speed of spinet the

equator. For example, at the 45-degree

north latitude, the earth's spin should be

approximately 700 miles per hour. One

hundred feet from the North Pole, the

earth’s spin should be reduced to one

quarter mile per hour (1,308 feet per hour).

As the speed of the spin is reduced, so

also is the correlative centrifugal force.

What is the amount of decrease of the

centrifugal force between the equator to

one hundred feet of the North Pole? There

would be a 4,000-fold reduction (1,000MPH

vs. ¼ MPH) in centrifugal force from the

equator to a point one hundred feet of the

North Pole. That means, assuming (as is

required by the theory of gravity) that the

force of gravity remains constant over the

entire surface of the earth, a 175-pound

man at the equator would weigh 700,000

pounds if he traveled to within100 feet of

the North Pole.378 Assuming the earth is

spinning, the decrease in the centrifugal

force as one approaches the North Pole,

means that a person would be crushed by

the force of gravity, before he ever reached

the North Pole. The spinning earth and the

mystical force of gravity are thus proven to

be preposterous fictions. Some will point

out that objects do in fact have different

weights at the equator and the North Pole.

However, the differences the reverse of

what would be expected by the interaction

between centrifugal force and the theory of

gravity. Objects weight fraction off a

percentage less at the North Pole than
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at the equator. The reason has to do with

the fact that there is more atmospheric

pressure the further one travels towards

the equator, which causes the objects at

the equator to weigh slightly more.

There is no such thing as gravity; gravity is

not necessary on a flat earth. It is density

that keeps objects from floating off the

surface of the earth. People and objects

are heavier than the air and therefore do

not float off the ground. There are some

gasses, of course, that are lighter than air,

and they float off the ground. Everyone has

seen helium balloons float up in the air.

Everyone understands that helium balloons

are not some sort of anti-gravity devices;

they float up in the air, because helium is

lighter than air. Why do people not

understand that apples fall from trees to the

ground, not because of gravity, but

because apples are denser than air? They

believe in the mystical force of gravity, not

because it has been proven true, but

because they have been brainwashed into

believing in it. Gravity does not exist.

David Ward low Scott explains : Any object

which is heavier than air and which is

unsupported, has a natural tendency to fall

by its own weight. Newton's famous apple

at Wools Thorpe, or any other apple when

ripe, loses hold of its stalk, and, being

heavier than the airdrops as a matter of

necessity, to the ground, totally irrespective

of any attraction of the Earth. For, if such

attraction existed, why does not the Earth

attract the rising smoke which is not nearly

so heavy as the apple? The answer is

simple—because the smoke is lighter than

the air, and, therefore, does not fall but

ascends. Gravitation is only a subterfuge,

employed by Newton in his attempt to

prove that the Earth revolves round the

Sun, and the quicker it is relegated to the

tomb of all the Capulet's, the better will it be

for all classes of society. He draped his idol

with the tawdry tinsel of false science,

knowing

well how to beguile the thoughtless

multitude, for, with a little alteration of

Byron's famous lines, it is still true that

“mortals, like moths, are often caught by

glare. And folly wins success where

Seraphs might despair.” Gravitation is a

clever illustration of the art of hocus-pocus

—heads I win, tails you lose; Newton won

his fame, and the people lost their senses.

Flat Earth Map and Tree of Life at the 

Centre reaching up to the 

dome/firmament, Terminal A, George 

Bush Intercontinental Airport(IAH) 

,Houston , Texas , US..

TRUTH IN PLAIN SIGHT

For sources and for further detailed 

description, regarding 

1/Coriolis,2/Eclipses,3/North Star,

4/Mid Night Sun 

Phenomenon,5/Firmament/Dome, 

6/Actual ground-based Satellite 

Systems,7/Real flight paths, practical 

navigation,8/The Antarctic360-degree 

Ice Wall,9/Stars and Planets etc.

Recommended readings are…

1/ 200 proofs Earth is not a spinning ball 

by Eric Dubai.

2/Zetetic Cosmogony by Thomas Win 

ship.

3/The Flat Earth Conspiracy by Eric 

Dubay.

4/Flat Earth Advanced by Mark Knight.

5/Who built the Moon by Christopher 

Knight and Alan Butlar.

6/The Greatest Lie on Earth by Edward 

Hendrie.

7/The Book of 528 by Dr.Leonard 

Horowitz.

8/Everything you need to know,but have 

never been told about by David Icke.

9/Becoming Supernatural by Dr.Joe 

Dispense.

10/The Biology of Belief by Dr.Bruce 

Lipton.
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11/The Hidden Messages in Water by Dr. Masaru Emoto.

12/The Manual of Free Energy Devices and Systems by D.A. Kelly.

Links to Documentaries..

Doc1

https://youtu.be/U_bJYXS9p4A

Doc2

https://youtu.be/WffliCP2dU0

Doc3

https://youtu.be/3OfbwhU5PQk

ভগৱান…ভ = ভূমি, গ= গগণ(Akash/Aether),ৱা = ৱায়,ু ন =নীৰ

“There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the other 

is to refuse to believe what is true.”

― Soren Kierkegaard

“If the doors of perception were cleansed everything would appear to man as 

it is, Infinite. For man has closed himself up, till he sees all things thro' 

narrow chinks of his cavern.”

― William Blake

“You are one of the rare people who can separate your observation from 

your preconception. You see what is, where most people see what they 

expect.”

― John Steinbeck

https://youtu.be/U_bJYXS9p4A
https://youtu.be/WffliCP2dU0
https://youtu.be/3OfbwhU5PQk


Water slows down light.

Each water molecule has individual surface tension, which distorts the image you

see. This is why your face would look cartoonish behind a glass of water.

You can yell at your soup to warm it.

However, sound waves carry minimal energy, so the effect would not be

noticeable. You’re better off with a stove or a microwave.

Transparent objects are visible because they reflect light.

This is why we can still see glasses and ice

Dead people float because of gasses.

When a person drowns, their lungs fill with water, which makes them sink. They

float back up because the human body releases gas when it dies – making them

lighter than the water.

Winds have shadows.

They say you can’t see the wind, only feel it – however, this is actually not true.

Wind can cast shadows, they’re just not visible to the naked eye and need to be

processed via machine.

Sound is visible.

Every time you see a vibration, you’re seeing sound.

A light that never went out

A neon lamp was switched on during the Great Depression and continued to

burn until it was discovered some 77 years later. The electricity bill came up to a

whopping $17,000!

Human Beings Glow

We as humans are bioluminescent, not unlike the jellyfish and fireflies. However,

the light we emit is much too weak for our eyes to detect it.
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: কিৰে টা া মাত্র বাব?ু এইশটা পইচাত ড বাজ্াৰ  ডৰম? পুৰা ডিন  াম  ডৰশ া। এ ে টা া

 াটট ডিড !

: মশন মশন ৰ্া !আডহডব কিডৰক ,পইচা ড ন্তু পুৰা  াশ !

: এ ঘন্টাইশটা কিডৰ হহডি ! কিাৱা ীশটাৰজ্বৰ বাবু! হ শিাশয়ই কতা ।

:িাত খাইডিড নাই? চাশহা কিশখান পাইডিড !

: বহুত কবয়া মানহু কৰ তই! কতাৰ ঘৰত  াশমই  ডৰব নাপায়! আৰু ক াশনাডিন নাশহা!  াণ ধডৰ

 িম খাশ া!

: এহ যা যা! ডনশজ্  াম ডবচাডৰ ডবচাডৰ আডহডব হাতত পইচা নাই বুড হ ! তাঁহতশৰ আশ ৌ মখুত

িাঙৰ  ৰ্া!িডৰ ডনডিডবআজজ্ৰ পৰা কমাৰ ঘৰত, চাল্লা ডিিাৰীহাঁত!

ড বাড ডব কিাৰশিাৰাই অসন্তুষ্ট মশন গুডচ  ' ডিন হাজজ্ৰা  ডৰবক অহা মানুহশটা।

 ৰুণা ৰ  ক ৰ  টু বা য অসহয ৰ। ড ন্তু অতযডধ প্ৰডতবাি তাৰ বাশবই ডবপিজ্ন । ডবয়ড 

পাৰ হহ সন্ধ্যা হ’বৰ হহশি, এজ্ন যুৱ ক ট খুড কসামাই আডহশি  ক ৰ ঘৰক । কচাতা ৰ পৰাই

যুৱ জ্শন মাত   াশ ,

: িাৰ।

 ক ডিতৰক যাব খুজজ্ডি । যুৱ জ্শন মাত  শ াৱাত কতওাঁ ঘূডৰ চায়।

: ডচডনব পৰা নাই কতামা । ক াৱাশচান।

: িাৰ, িডৰদ্ৰ আৰু চৰ াৰৰ ডবডিন্ন সা-সুডবধাসমূহৰ পৰা বজিত ক া ৰ আডৰ্ থ সাহায থয আৰু

সজ্া তাৰ উশেশেয আডম ডয সং ঠন খুড শিা, তাশৰ উশবাধনী সিাখডনত আশপানা ডবডেষ্ট

অডতডৰ্ ৰূশপ ডনমন্ত্রণ  ৰা হহশি। কযাৱা াড প্ৰধান সম্পািশ আশপানাক ফ'ন  ডৰ জ্নাইডি 

িাক ।

: হয় হয়, ডৰডি ফ'ন।

: কসই ডনমন্ত্রডণ পত্রখডনআশপানা ডিবক আডহশিা। এইখন  ওাঁ িাৰ।

: হয়শনড ?িা বাৰু ডিয়া ডিয়া।আহা াঁশচান ডিতৰক ৷

বৰ িদ্ৰ  ’ৰা, মুখত হা াঁডহ ডবডৰটঙ ৰ্াশ ।  ক ৰ ড বা এটা িা  াড  যৱু জ্ন। অ প আ শত

উটঠ ৰ্ া খংশটা ড িু  ডমআডহ ।

: না াশ িাৰ, ডপিত ক ডতয়াবা,আজজ্ নবশহা ডিয় ।

ডচটঠখন যুৱ জ্শন  ক ৰ হাতক আ বঢ়াই ডিশয়৷  ক শয় চ ু ফুৰাই চাই কিশখ ‘প্ৰডত

 ৰুণা ৰ  ক ’ বুড ড খাআশি খামশটাত।

: কহৰা, কমাৰ নামশটা ক াশন ড ডখশি বাৰু?

: িাৰ, সম্পািশ ডনশজ্ই ড ডখশি স শ াক শ । বানান িু  ডৰশি কনড ?

: জ্ীডৱত বযজক্তৰ নামৰ আ ত শ্রী, শ্রীযুত ইতযাডি ড ডখব  াশ । এই িু শবাৰ এজ্ন সম্পািশ 

 ডৰশ কোিা নাপায়।

: হয় িাৰ, টঠ হ শি । কতওাঁ  ৰ্াশটা মন ডৰব  াড ডি । বৰ িাঙৰ িু  ডৰশি কিই।

কতাষাশমািৰ কচষ্টাশৰ যুৱ জ্শন  ক শ সমৰ্ থন  ডৰশ ।

মিগ্ৰী

ি॰ দিব্যজ্যোদি কোকদি
সহকোৰী অধ্যোপক
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:অৱশেয কমাৰ নামশটাৰআ তশ্রীবাশ্রীযুত ডনড ডখশ ও হয়।

: ড  য় িাৰ?

যুৱ আচডৰত।

:ি০ ৰুণা ৰ  ক । এইিশৰ ড ডখবক  'বা। সিাশতা কমাৰ নামশটা এশ িশৰই  'বা।

: অ, টঠশ ইশটা। ি০ বুড ড খা নাই। মূ বস্তুশটাশয়ই কিশখান ৰ্াড  ’ । কবয়া নাপাব িাৰ!  ৰ্াশটা

মই সম্পাি   ’ম। িা বাৰু এডতয়াআশহা ডিয় । সিাতআশপানাৰ উপডিডত  ামনা  ডৰশ া।

: কবয়া নাইশপাৱা। কতওাঁ িাক নাজ্াশন। কতামাশ  ’ক া কসশয়। টঠ আশি, ডনশ্চয় যাম।

যুৱ জ্ন  ' ক ।  ক ও খশে বাৰান্ডাশত বডহ । বাতডৰ  া তখন কমড  ’ক । হাতত

প্ৰাডে খন হ  ক ৰ খু ো ী সুশোডিতাও বডহআডি আ ফা ৰ ক াঠাশটাৰ প্লাটষ্ট ৰ চ ীখনত।

এশনশত  ক ৰ এ মাত্র  'ৰা ডনয়ৰ, মাহীশয় ৰ ওচৰক  ৰ মাডৰআশহ।

: মাহী মাহী ড  ডৰিা?

: আহা ডনয়ৰ! কতামাৰ   ত কখড ম,  ৰ্া পাডতম বুড হৰ আশিা। অ প ডপিত তুডম আশ ৌ পঢ়াত

বডহবক  াড ব নহয়।

: মইশচান ৰাডতপুৱা পডঢ়শ াশৱই।আজজ্ কিওবাৰ।  াইক ৰ পৰাআশ ৌ school খুড ব।

:  ধুড সিায় অ ণমান হ’ক ওপডঢ়ব  াশ ।

: সিায় পশঢ়াশৱই কিশখান।

: বাৰু ক াৱাশচান,আজজ্ ৰাডতপুৱা ড ড পডঢ় া?

: Geometry পডঢ়শ া। 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 আৰু 90 angle draw  ডৰশ া। protector use  ডৰ।

traingle, rectangle, squareএইশবাশৰা draw ডৰশ া।

: বাহ! হয় কনড কমাৰ কসাণ!

মাহীশয়শ ডনয়ৰ  াষশত বহুৱাই  ’ক ।

: ডপশি ডনয়ৰ, এই কয ক াণ বা angle কবাৰ 30, 60, 90 বুড হ িা।আচ শত এইিশৰশহ  'ব  াশ , 30

ডিগ্ৰী, 60 ডিগ্ৰী বা 90 ডিগ্ৰী। আৰু এই ডিগ্ৰীশটা বজু্াবক এটা সৰু েূনয মাশন zero (০) ৰ িশৰ ডচহ্ন

অৰ্ থাৎ symbol বযৱহাৰ  ৰা হয়।

: এইশবাশৰা ডিগ্ৰী কনড ? কমাৰ কয এডিন অ ণমান জ্বৰ উটঠডি , তুডম কিশখান  পা খন চুই

হ ডি া, 100 ডিগ্ৰী মান হ'ব বুড । কসইশটা ড কবশ  ডিগ্ৰী মাহী?

: কতডতয়া মই 100০ Fahrenheitৰ  ৰ্া হ ডিশ া ডনয়ৰ। কসয়া কতামাৰ body temperature বা েৰীৰৰ

উষ্ণতা। শুনা, ডিগ্ৰী মাশন হহশি ড িুমান ডবশেষ ৰাডেৰ মাত্রা বা কজ্াখ। ৰাডে বুজজ্ পাইিাশন?

ওজ্ন, উষ্ণতা, হিঘ থ, সময় অৰ্ থাৎ weight, temperature, length, time এই স শ াশবাশৰই ৰাডে।

ডিগ্ৰীৰ বাৰা ডেিা তঅহথতাও বুশজ্াৱা হয়।

: ডেিা তঅহথতা?এইশটা ড মাহী?

: তুডম ড মান পডঢ়িা, ড ড certificate পাইিা তাশৰই এ মাপ াটঠ এইয়া। ডযমাশনই পডঢ়বা, উচ্চ

পয থায়ৰ ডেিা গ্ৰহণ  ডৰ highly educated হ’বা, কতামাৰ ডিগ্ৰীশবাৰ ডসমাশনই িাঙৰ হহ হ ৰ্াড ব।

: হয়শনড মাহী? কমা কতশে ইমান িাঙৰ এটা ডিগ্ৰী  াশ ।

হাতিুখন ডযমান পাডৰ বহ ক কমড ডিশ ডনয়শৰ। সুশোডিতাৰ হা াঁডহ উটঠ ।

: তাৰ বাশব তুডম এডতয়াৰ পৰাই িা িশৰ মশনাশযা ডি পডঢ়ব  াড ব ডনয়ৰ। ড ন্তু, তাতক শয়া

গুৰুত্বপূণ থআৰু প্ৰশয়াজ্নীয়  ৰ্াশটা হ' কয, ইমান এটা িাঙৰ ডিগ্ৰী কপাৱাৰ ডপিত তুডম জ্ীৱনত

ড ড ডেড  া। কতামাৰ ডচোধাৰা, আচাৰ-বযৱহাৰ,  ৰ্া-বতৰা ক শন ধৰণৰ। ডেিাৰ জ্ডিয়শত

 াি  ৰা জ্ঞানৰ প্ৰিাৱত মন অহং াৰেূনয আৰু হৃিয় ডনম থ হ’ক শহ কসই ডেিাৰ মূ য ৰ্াশ ।

যডি তুডম এই শণা ডনডেড  া, কতশে কতামাৰ ডিগ্ৰীশটা বুজ্াবক বযৱহাৰ  ৰা সৰু েূনযৰ িশৰ

ডচনশটা এটা বহৃৎ েূনযত পডৰণত হ'ব!এটা Big zero।
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অ প িকূৰত বডহ বাতডৰ  া ত পডঢ় ৰ্ া  ক , সুশোডিতাৰ  ৰ্াষাৰ শুডন জ্ঠৰ হহ পডৰ ।

সুশোডিতাই  ৰ্াশবাৰ িৰাচ শত  া হ আশি? বৰ অস্বজিঅনিুৱ  ডৰশি কতওাঁ। ড ন্তু বহাৰ পৰা

উটঠ  ’ক ই সুশোডিতাই বুজজ্ পাব কয তাইৰ  ৰ্াই কতওাঁ আঘাত  ডৰশি। নাই নাই। তাইৰ  ৰ্া

নুশুনাৰ িাও জ্ডুৰ এ াে মশন বাতডৰ  া তখনশ বৰ গুৰুত্ব ডি পডঢ় কিখুৱাশ । ইফাশ ডনয়শৰ

প্ৰশ্ন ডৰ  ’ মাহীশয়  ।

: কবডিক পডঢ়বক University হ যাব  াশ ন মাহী? মাই কমা  য়, তুডম কয Physics পডঢ় া কসই

 াৰশণ star, planet, sun, moon, earth এইশবাৰৰ  ৰ্া িা ক জ্ানা। মই night sky বহুত িা পাওাঁ।

ইমানশবাৰ star ও ায়। জজ্ড ড ৰ্াশ ।

: star, planet মাশন গ্ৰহ-নিত্র, পডৃৰ্ৱী, চন্দ্ৰ, সূয থএইশবাৰ আ াৰত বহুশতই িাঙৰ ডনয়ৰ। এইশবাৰৰ

ডবষশয় পঢ়াৰ ওপডৰও আডম পিাৰ্ থডবজ্ঞান মাশন Physicsত এশন ড িুমান বস্তুৰ ডবষশয়ও ডেড ডিশ া,

ডযশবাৰ আ াৰত বহুত সৰু। ইমাশনই সৰু কয আমাৰ সাধাৰণ চ ুশৰ কিখা কপাৱাশটা সম্ভৱ নহয়।

Atoms and moleculesঅৰ্ থাৎ পৰমাণু আৰুঅণুৰ  ৰ্া িাঙৰ হ'ক তুডম ডনশজ্ই বুজজ্বা। ডযশ াশনা

পিাৰ্ থঅণু আৰু পৰমাণুশৰই  টঠত। ইয়াতক ও িুদ্ৰ িুদ্ৰ ড িুমান  ণা মাশন particle আশি, যা 

ক াৱা হয় electron, proton, neutron, quark ইতযাডি ইতযাডি। আ ক Physics পডঢ়শ তুডম

কমাতক ওিা িশৰশহ ৰ্াশবাৰ জ্াডনব পাডৰবা!

: ইমান কবডি সৰু কন? এইশবাৰৰ  ৰ্া জ্াডনবক বহুত পডঢ়ব  াশ কনড ? ডযশবাৰ বস্তুআডম চ ুশৰই

কনশিশখা, কসইশবাৰৰ ৰ্া জ্াডন ড  ডৰম মাহী?

ডেশু ডনয়ৰশৰা কয প্ৰশ্ন। সুশোডিতাই নাহা াঁডহ কনাৱাশৰ।

: নহয় ডনয়ৰ। িুদ্ৰ হ'ক ও গুৰুত্ব ড ন্তু  ম নহয়। কসইডব া  ণাশৰই ডযশ াশনা পিাৰ্ থ টঠত

হহশি। কসশয় পিাৰ্ থডবজ্ঞনত, পিাৰ্ থশবাৰৰ ধম থশবাৰ িা িশৰ বুজজ্বক এই  ণাশবাৰৰ ডবষশয়ও

জ্নাশটা অতযে আৱেয । আ ােৰ গ্ৰহ-নিত্রৰ িশৰ িৰূৰ বস্তু চাবক আমা  াশ িৰূবীিণ বা

telescope। অডত িূদ্ৰ বস্তুৰপয থযশবিণৰ বাশবঅণুবীিণ বাmicroscopeৰআৱেয ।

: Telescope আৰুmicroscope?

: হয়। টঠ কযন মানুহৰ মনৰ িৰূিৃটষ্টআৰুঅেৰিৃটষ্ট।

: মানুহৰ মনৰ িৃটষ্ট?

: হয় ডনয়ৰ। িডৱষযশত সংঘটটত হ’ব  ীয়া ঘটনাৰ অনুমান বতথমানশত  ডৰব পৰা গুশণই হহশি

িৰূিৃটষ্ট। ধডৰ ক াৱা তুডম আজজ্  াশৰাবাৰ   ত  াজজ্য়া  ডৰ া। িডৱষযশত, সুডবধা পাশ কতওাঁ

কতামাৰ ডবডঘডনও ঘটাব পাশৰ।  ৰ্াশত ক াৱা হয়, মানুহ পডৰডিডতৰ িাস। সৰু-বৰ এশ া নাই। কসশয়

িৰূিৃটষ্ট সম্পন্ন মানুশহ ডমিাশত  ন্দ ডনজ্ৰ েত্ৰু বঢ়াই ন য়।

: হয় কিই মাহী। তুডম টঠ হ িা।

: অেৰিৃটষ্টশৰা সমাশনই প্ৰশয়াজ্ন ডনয়ৰ। িূূ্ দ্ৰাটট-িূদ্ৰ বস্তুশবাৰ খা ী চ ুশৰ কিখা কনাশপাৱাৰ িশৰ

আনৰ মনৰআশৱ অনুিূডতশবাশৰা সহশজ্ বুজ্া নাযায়।

: মাহী!এইবাৰ তুডম ড  ’ া, মই ড ন্তু বুজজ্ কপাৱা নাই।

: মই যডি কতামা খুব  াড পাশৰা, কবয়াক  ওাঁ , কতামাৰ ক শন  াড ব ডনয়ৰ?

: তুডম জ্াশনা কমা মৰম ন ৰা? কমাৰ কয চ ুপানী ও ায় যাব তুডম  াড পাডৰশ ।

ডনয়ৰ  াষ চপাইআডন সুশোডিতাই  া শত টপক চুমা এটা খাশ আৰুসুডধশ ,

: এডতয়া ক শন  াড  ?

: কমাৰ বহুতিা  াশ তুডম এশনক কমা মৰম ডৰশ !

: আনৰ মনৰ অনিুৱ ডনশজ্ বুজজ্ব পৰা গুশণই অেৰিৃটষ্ট। সচা াঁ মৰশম স শ াশ আনন্দ ডিশয়।

মনত আঘাত ডিয়া  ৰ্া,  াশ া ক াৱাশটা উডচত নহয়।  াশৰাবা অপমান  ডৰশ , কতওাঁৰ মনত

ক শনঅনুিৱ হয়; কসইশটা,অেৰিৃটষ্ট সম্পন্ন মানুশহ খুব সুন্দৰক বুজজ্ পায়। কসশয় কতওাঁশ াশ 
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 াশৰা মনশতঅ াৰণত ষ্ট ডনডিশয়।

: বুজজ্ পাইশিা এডতয়া।

: প্ৰ ৃত ডেিাৰ বাৰা মানহুৰ িৃটষ্টিং ী শুদ্ধ আৰু সুন্দৰ হয়। জ্ঞান িৃটষ্টেজক্তৰ িশৰ

আৰু ডেিা হহশি চ ু। ডেিা ৰ্াড ও সৰু সৰু  ৰ্াশবাশৰই বুজজ্ কনাশপাৱাস  , কযন

চ ু ৰ্াড ও িৃটষ্টহীন। কসশয় তুডম এডতয়াৰ পৰাই, ডনজ্ৰ পঢ়াৰ   শত কতামাৰ জ্ীৱনৰ

বাশব প্ৰশয়াজ্নীয় ৰ্াশবাশৰা অডত

গুৰুত্বসহ াশৰ ডেড বক যত্ন  ডৰবা কিই কসাণ! কতডতয়াশহ তুডম জ্ীৱনত অজ্থন  ৰা

ডিগ্ৰীৰ সাৰ্ থ তা ৰ্াড ব।

: মই এডতয়াৰ পৰাই কচষ্টা  ডৰম মাহী। তুডম কমা এশন ুৱা  ৰ্াশবাৰ মাশজ্ মাশজ্ হ 

ৰ্াড বা।

মাহীশয়শ ডনয়ৰৰ  া ত মৰমশতআশ ৌ এটা চুমা খাশ । ইফাশ  াজ্শত ৰঙা-

ডচঙা পডৰ বহাশত বডহশয়ই ৰ্াড  িo  ৰুণা ৰ  ক । পিাৰ্ থডবজ্ঞানৰ আশ াচনাৰ

মাশজ্শৰ সুশোডিতাই ডনয়ৰৰ   শত  ক শ াআজজ্িা ডেিা ডিশ ।
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হয়! অসম ৰাজ্যৰ ক ৌৰৱজ্ব ইডতহাস আডম

স শ াশৱ পডঢ়শিা াঁ। আডম কপাৱা ডবজ্য়ী ইডতহাস

সৃটষ্ট  ৰা মহান বযজক্তত্বধাৰী বযজক্তস  ৰ  ৰ্াও

হয়শতা ড তাশপ পত্রই জ্াডনবক পাইশিা াঁ।

প্ৰ ৃডতশয় অসম ৰাজ্যক বুড ডিয়া

আেীব থািশবাশৰা কিডখশিা াঁ, সাতখন

ৰাষ্ট্রীয়উিযাশনশৰ িৰপূৰ অসশম ৰাষ্ট্রক 

আ বশঢ়াৱা প্ৰ ৃডত িাৰসমযতাৰ গুৰুত্বৰ

ডবষশয় ক ৱ ৰাজ্যজ্ডুৰশয় নহয় সমগ্ৰ কিেশত

আডম ইয়া চচথা  ডৰশিা াঁ। কিেৰ ডিতৰশত

সু ীয়া   া-সংসৃ্কডত, সব থাডধ ৰ্ ৱুা জ্নজ্াডত

আৰু িাষাশৰ পডৰপূণ থ অসশম সৃটষ্ট  ৰা

ঐ যতাৰ  ৰ্া আজজ্ সমগ্ৰ ডবশ্বশত এ  আৰু

অননয।

ইয়াৰ  শ  শ ড ন্তু এই স শ াশবাৰ 

অনা ত ডিনত প্ৰডতডনডধত্ব  ডৰ  ান পাডত

 ব  ীয়া অসম ৰাজ্যৰ যুৱেজক্তশটা আজজ্

ক ান ডিশে…?আডম ড মাশনজ্াশনা বা ইয়া হ 

অসমৰ অডিিাৱ স্বৰূপ বযজক্তস  আজজ্

সশচতন কন? ইয়াৰ বাশব কতওাঁশ াশ এ সুি

আশ াচনাৰ পডৰশবে  ঢ় ডিব পাডৰশি কন?

ডনশ্চয় এই স শ াশবাৰ প্ৰশ্নৰ উপিাপন  ৰাৰ

উপযুক্ত সময় এইয়া। কযডতয়া অসমৰ মান, গুণ-

 ডৰমা আমাৰ আডহব  ীয়া আজজ্ৰ

নৱপ্ৰজ্ন্মডখডনৰ হাতত পডৰব, ই কয সুৰডিত হহ

ৰ্াড ব আজজ্ৰ ডিনত আডম ড মাশন িাটঠ  ব

পাডৰম। ই ডনশ্চয় আমাৰ স শ াশৰ বাশব এ 

অনা াংডেত ডচো। মই ডবশ্বাস  শৰা াঁ অসম

ৰাজ্য িা কপাৱা প্ৰডতজ্ন সশচতন আৰু

ডচোেী বযজক্তৰ মাজ্ত এশন প্ৰশ্নই ডবৰাজ্মান।

কসয়া ডয ড নহও - মানৱসিযতাৰ ইডতহাসৰ

পাত  ুটটয়াশ কপাৱা যায় মানুশহই এই কহজ্াৰ

বিৰীয়া সিযতাৰ কসৌধডনম থাতা। ডবডিন্ন সময়ত

কহাৱা উত্থান-পতনৰ মাশজ্শৰ আডম আজজ্

সিযতাৰ এ ডবংে েডত াত উপডনত হহশিা াঁডহ।

য'ত ডবজ্ঞানৰ মহাজ্য় আৰু অন্ধ্ডবশ্বাস,  ু-

সংস্কাৰৰ পতশনই হয়শতা আজজ্ৰ েডত াত জ্ীৱ

কেষ্ঠ বুড িবা!মানুহ জ্ীয়াই ৰ্াড বক 

সিযতাৰ এশ বাশৰ কেষ্ঠ যু শটাৰ সিম  ডৰ

তুড শি আৰু কসশয়শহ হয়শতা আজজ্ আডম

ডনজ্শ পশুত্বৰ পৰা িৰূত ৰাডখ কেষ্ঠ বুড িাবী

 ডৰশিা াঁ। ড ন্তু প্ৰশ্ন হয় বংে ডতৰ সন্ধ্ান

 শৰাশত িাৰূ্ উইশন সন্ধ্ান পাইডিশ শন বাৰু

মানৱশিহত হৰ কযাৱা অপ্ৰিাডৱত পশুত্ব গুণৰ

উপডিডত? য'ত পশুত্ব শুপ্ত আৰু মানৱতা

জ্া তৃ গুণৰ সমাহাশৰই হ' মানৱতা। আজজ্

কযন এই িুশয়াটা গুণৰ সমতা ৰিা  ৰাত বযৰ্ থ

হহশি মানৱজ্াডত, বযৰ্ থ হহশি আজজ্ৰ অসমৰ

িডৱষযত প্ৰজ্ন্ম। পশুত্ব গুণৰ মহাপশয়ািৰ

আজজ্ ডবশ্বৰ প্ৰাশে-প্ৰাশে ঠাশয়-ঠাশয় বযডতক্ৰম

নহয় আজজ্ সিযতা-সংসৃ্কডতৰ কেষ্ঠ বুড িবা

অসম ৰাজ্যও। স শ া কিত্রশত বনয উল্লাসত

ম ন আজজ্ৰ অডত আধুডন যু ৰ মানৱজ্াডত।

ডবশ্ব বাি ডি যডি অসমৰ কিত্রশত হওাঁ , বহৃৎ
সংখয সংখযা  ডৰষ্ঠতাৰ িানত ৰ্ া নৱপ্ৰজ্ন্ম

আজজ্ মগ্ন আডিম উল্লাসত কযন আজজ্ৰ

মানৱসিযতাৰ ঘিী ডবপৰীত ডিশে  ডতমান।

সমগ্ৰ অসমত আজজ্ মি-িাঙ, ড্ৰা িৰ   শত
উেংৃখ জ্ীৱনধাৰাৰ প্ৰবাডহত কসা াঁত প্ৰমাণ

ডহচাশপ কযাৱা ক ইডিনমানত চৰ াশৰ

 ব  ীয়া কহাৱা পিশিপশবাৰ চাশ ই হ ।

অডপ্ৰয় হশ ও সতয পজশ্চমীয়া কিেশবাৰৰ অডত

আধুডন সিযতা অনু ৰণ  ডৰবক হ 

আজজ্ উত্থাপন হহশি অডবশ্বাসয কযন   া নাৰী

স্বাধীনতা, কযৌন স্বাধীনতা, সম ামীতা স্বাধীনতা,
 ীিূ্-টুশ িাৰূ্ আডিৰ িাবী সিযতাৰ চহ ী বুড 

িবা আজজ্ৰ অসমৰ যুৱসমাজ্ৰ পৰা। এইয়া

সিযতাৰ চহ ী বুড ক ৌৰৱ  ডৰ ৰ্ া অসম

ৰাজ্যৰ আডিম যাত্রা কনড বাৰু? ড ন্তু এই

অনা াংডিত যাত্রাৰ অেডন থডহত  াৰণ ড হব

পাশৰ! কসয়া ডয হশ ও ড ন্তু ইয়াৰ ডনৰাময়ৰ

বািৱমুখী উপায় উদ্ভাৱন  ৰাশটা অডত

প্ৰশয়াজ্ন। প্ৰশ্ন হয়, বতথমান সময়ত বহৃৎ

সংখয যুৱেজক্ত ডবডিন্ন ডিেত   যাণ ামী

সৃটষ্টমূ   ম থত ব্ৰতী কহাৱাৰ পডৰবশতথ ক ৱ 

মাত্র  ৃজত্রমজ্ তৰঅিায়ী তৃডপ্ত ক াৱাতশহ

অসম ৰাজ্যৰ নৱ প্ৰজ্ন্ম

আজজ্ ক ান ডিশে! 
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মগ্ন। ড িু সংখয বযডতক্ৰম যডিও কসয়া এপাডচ

ো ত এটা জ্া ু সিৃে  ৰ্া। বতথমান সময়ত

কিখা হ শি যুৱেজক্তশটা জ্ীৱনমুখী কহাৱাৰ

পডৰবশতথ ক ৱ মাত্র জ্ীডৱ া গুৰুত্বডি

আ বাডঢ়ব ধডৰশি যত

কমৌড  িাশব ৰ্াড ব   ীয়া মূ যশবাধ,
সহনেী তা আজজ্  'ৰবাত ডিটটড পডৰশি আৰু

ক ৱ মাত্র আত্মশ জন্দ্ৰ হহ পৰা পডৰ ডিত

হহশি। ডনজশ্চতিাশৱ ই আডহব  ীয়া অসমৰ

িডৱষযতৰ বাশব শুি িণ হব কনাৱাশৰ।

মুখযমন্ত্রীশয় ক াৱাৰ িশৰ বতথমান সময়ত

সব থিাৰতীয় ডবডিন্ন পডৰিাশবাৰত অসমৰ প্ৰিে থন

আজজ্ অডত িুখ   া ধৰণৰ উিাহৰণ ডহচাশপ

সিযশঘাডষত UPSC(2021) ফ াফ ত অসমৰ পৰা

ক ৱ িুজ্নশত সীমাবদ্ধতা ৰ্ড ব  া হহশি।

কেহতীয়ািাশব ক্ৰীিা কিত্রত ড িু পডৰৱতথন

আডহশি যডিও ই কতশনই ন ণয।  ডতশ অসমৰ

ইমান বহৃৎ যুৱেজক্তৰ

অপচয় হহ আডহশিআমাৰ সুডনডিথষ্ট পৰ্ প্ৰিে থনৰ

অিাৱ আৰু অডনশ্চয়তাৰ ফ শ্ৰুডতত,  ডতশ 
মই ডনশজ্ তাৰ মাজ্শৰ এজ্ন ডহচাশপ অনুিৱ

 শৰা াঁ এডতয়া আমাৰ বুজদ্ধজ্ীডৱ সমাজ্, ডেি 
সমাজ্, অডিিাৱ সমাজ্, আৰু অসমৰ

সশচতন সমাজ্ ক ৱ মাত্র ডনৰাপি িৰূত্বত

অৱিান  ডৰ এই ডবো েজক্তৰ িাণ্ডাৰস্বৰূপ

নৱপ্ৰজ্ন্ম ডনন্দা-সমাশ াচনা  ৰাশত

সীমাবদ্ধতা নাৰ্াড কতওাঁশ া  সটঠ পৰ্ৰ

সন্ধ্ান ডি সু-ডবো যুৱপ্ৰজ্ন্মৰ মাজ্তঅেডন থডহত
হহ ৰ্ া মানৱসম্পি ডচনাক্ত  ডৰ সু-পডৰ ডপিত
পদ্ধডতশৰ প্ৰশয়া  ডৰ অসমৰ িডৱষযত আৰু

সম্পি সৃটষ্ট  ৰাত উশিযা  ডব  াড ব।

ইয়াৰ বাশব প্ৰশয়াজ্ন মাশৰ্া াঁ আমাৰ ডনজ্ৰ

ঘৰখনৰ পৰা আৰম্ভ  ডৰ সমাজ্ তৰ্া ৰাজ্যৰ

  শত ডবশ্বপডৰসৰক প্ৰিে থন  ডৰব পডৰব  াড ব

সতয প্ৰডতটষ্ঠত তৰ্া সু-পডৰ ডপিত আডহথ।

ডনজশ্চতিাশব ইয়াৰ বাশব প্ৰশয়াজ্ন হব মনৰ পৰা

উদ্ভাৱন কহাৱা মানৱীয় প্ৰমূ যশবাধৰ প্ৰব 

ইচ্ছােজক্ত তাৰ  শ  শ ডযশবাৰ  াৰশ এই যুৱ

উেংৃখ তাৰ প্ৰধান কহাতাস্বৰূশপ ক্ৰীিা  ডৰ

আশি কসই  াৰ সমূহ সুচাৰুশপ ডবশেষণ  ডৰ

পুড শয়-পুখাই উঘা ী কপ াব  াড ব। কসশয়শহ

এডতয়া ক ৱ মাত্র  ৰ্াৰ ফু জ্াডৰ ফুটাই বা মি-
িাঙ ডনৱাৰণী অডিযানৰ িশৰ প্ৰচাৰ মাধযমত

আত্ম প্ৰচাৰৰ উশেেযত নহয়, সাঁচা অৰ্ থত

সতযডনষ্ঠ মানৱীয় প্ৰমূ যশবাধৰ বাত থাবাহ হহ

যুৱেজক্ত সু-কনতৃত্ব ডিয়াৰ কহাঁপাহশতআ বাডঢ়

আডহব  াড ব আজজ্ৰ কজ্ষ্ঠ সমাজ্। ক াৱা হয়

মানবসিযতা ন ৰশ জন্দ্ৰ যডিও ইয়াৰ ঘাই

ডেপািা গ্ৰামাি তশহ। কিখা হ শি আজজ্ৰ

যুৱসমাজ্  ৃডষ ডবমুখ, হয়শতা  ৃডষডবজ্ঞানৰ

তৰ্য-প্ৰযুজক্তশৰ  ৃডষ  ায থ  ডৰবক ডেডিত

নৱপ্ৰজ্ন্মৰঅিাৱ। ড ন্তু  ৃডষ বাি ডি ক াশনা

এখন ৰাজ্য ক ডতয়াও ডবচৰা ধৰশণ উন্নডত

ডেখৰক যাব কনাৱাশৰ। কসশয়শহ প্ৰশয়াজ্ন হহশি

এ বহৃৎ সংখয ডেডিত যুৱ ৰ কনতৃত্বত

ডবজ্ঞানসন্মতিাশৱ  ৃডষ ায থৰ বহ চচ্চথা যত

অধ থডেডিত আন এচাশমও  ম থ মুখী কহাৱাৰ

অশন ি পাবআৰু ইয়াৰ বাশব প্ৰশয়াজ্ন হব

চৰ াৰৰ সডিচ্ছাৰ   শত অডিিাৱ আৰু

হৃিয়ৱান বহৃৎ পডৰসৰৰ সাঁচা মানুহৰ আেডৰ 

প্ৰশচষ্টা। কযাৱাশ ইটা ডিনত অসমৰ ডবডিন্ন

প্ৰােত বানপানীৰ সমসযা আজজ্ সমসযা নকহ

মহাপ্ৰ য় সিৃে হহ পডৰশি কসশয়শহ এডতয়া

প্ৰশয়াজ্ন হহশি উপযুক্ত প্ৰডেিণ ডি বান

ডনয়ন্ত্রণৰ এ বহৃৎ প্ৰ পি  ডঢ় তুড যুৱেজক্ত 

মানৱসম্পি ডহচাশপ  ঢ় ডিয়াৰ।

অনযৰ্া আজজ্ৰ আমাৰ ক ৌৰাৱময় অসমৰ

িডৱষযত   ংড ত ইডতহাসৰ সািী হব  াড ব।

কতডতয়া আমাৰ হাতত ক াঁ চা মা ৰ নাটডন হব

পুনৰাই ইয়া ডনম থান  ডৰবক ।  ডতশ কবড 

মাৰ কযাৱাৰ আ শতই সটঠ ডসদ্ধাে আৰু

সটঠ কনতৃত্বৰ কযাশ ডি ইয়া সমাধান

 ৰাশটা এডতয়া অতযে প্ৰশয়াজ্ন। নহশ 

ইডতহাশস  াশ া িমা ন ডৰব, স ডন  ডৰব

কনাৱাডৰব ইডতহাসৰ পষৃ্ঠা। পৰাশহাঁশতন

  ংড ত নায় ডহট াশৰ স াই

কপ াশ শহাঁশতন ইডতহাসৰ প্ৰচড ত ধাৰা

কসশয়শহ ৰাজ্যৰ মানৱতাবািীৰ বুজদ্ধজ্ীৱীশ 

ধডৰ স শ াশৱ এ মি প্ৰডতষ্ঠাৰ কযাশ 

আ বাডঢ় ও াই আডহ োডেৰ এ মানৱীয়

সিযতাৰ কসৌধ ডনম থান  ডৰব  াড ব। এশনিশৰ

মই কমাৰ, আমাৰ যুৱপ্ৰজ্ন্মডখডনক ৰ্ া

আ াংিা আৰু আো বযক্ত  ডৰশ া াঁ   শত

আো ৰাডখশিা াঁ মানৱতাবািী সুধী সমাশজ্

ডবসূ্তৃত ডবশেষণ আ বঢ়াই আমা 

মানৱসম্পি ডহচাশপ  ঢ় ডি অসমৰ িডৱষযতৰ

সুৰডিত প্ৰহৰী ডহচাশপ  ঢ় ডিয়াত সমিা ী

কহাৱাৰ প্ৰয়াস  ডৰব।
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I try to write about a cause

But my verses stumble out false

Little girls are raped every day

How can I talk of  hope today?

It is a permanent eclipse

look for the apocalypse

but the sun still rises each day

How can I talk of  hope today?

Sunk in this quicksand of  despair

With only questions and no answers

Who sins? What of  karma? Who pays?

How can I talk of  hope today?

I did not wish to have a girl

Bring her into this deviled world

Humanity died yesterday

How can I talk of  hope today?

Gayatri Thapa

B.Sc 4th Sem

NOT TODAY



Disturbance And everything seemed to have 

an addictive distortion, 

as if along my being becoming consciously clueless..

Then through you,

the sudden winds of change appeared, 

as amid the forest a lovely meeting happening.

You, wind of enlightenment masking for minutes, 

if the ultimate source walking in ordinary garments.

To remind us of everything extraordinary in us..

You've been what we all needed..

disturbance to our blind cluelessness. 

You gave me the eyes to be clueless in ever extending 

vigour and beauty..

And now, here I go..

Free falling with my hundred naked selves, 

upon green fields. 

While the pure empathy makes my tears swiftly 

roll down the ordinary cheeks

and the blood flowing keeping the chest of heart, 

wide open in rejuvenating ecstasy.

Just like everyday failures, 

we all need to pour a little eye opening disturbance in 

our life to make it more fascinating.

Disturbance

Tapan Dahal

B.Sc 6th Sem
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Physics

Achal Shah

Bsc 4th Sem

It’s a book about Physics,

But written with a twist

Poetry & Physics can co exist;

Physics beauty burning bright,

In men search for natures might;

At its core, simplicity,

Framed by beautiful symmetry;

Everything work,

Because of physics.

Even your old kitchen appliances.

What about your father’s car?

Without Physics,

It wouldn’t go far.

Kids on see-saw learn about levers.

Physics is cool,

The evidence  is clear,

It’s so much fun,

Enjoy it my dear.

PSI, VOL 1



Come to me 

Come to me, for I am not me.

Who am I!

Upon this rainy desert that does not cry. 

Of Trinkets and unspoken Wizards, 

And reapers even among such dreary deserts.

Hell must come to play,

Before your envy blames it unto a God of clay. 

Heaven must be carried in your pockets.

For when the storm comes, nature's not going to reveal, 

Who put the parts in the sockets. 

One mightiest hero I was,

Until I saw the immortal abyssal ocean laughing at our local laws. 

No phrasal parties,no painted particle playing poetry..

Only me,and thither a shore that never existed really. 

Come,come,even though there's no such thing as time. 

Only a lustful natural mind looking at itself, 

Again and again,along some holy dime. 

Let us not define what that is or should be. 

Forget your hesitant vows,and for good come to me. 

Come to me..

Aye,you righteous rule maker on the top of that tower. 

How many have you yourself broken! 

Right before you went curving into one crowded shower. 

Aye,you Godman supposedly vibrating at some higher frequency.

With whom and how many have you travelled along! 

Of my Era's kingly champions declaring haughty latency. 

One laugh and one tear drop,but many smiles, 

My creatures do walk longer when it's not about nautical miles.

Boredom, anxiety and sorrow, 

Where has my joy left for? 

Who did rob me on the road! 

Was it of mere joy or pain unattended! 

That it may sing it's bitter tunes, 

To everyone that I was hiding through jeweled loons. 

Dear dear,where is the end? 

When has it even began! Don't you know!dear, 

There was a time when every layman used to be a Superman. 

But,now that the sky is too clear, 

To ask them for another painter's lovely frontier. 

Shall I find my dropped love again, 

And give you all the passive intentionality, 

Of tall trees that in silence explain.

See through

Richard Gogoi

B.Sc 6th Sem
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ৰ্ৰক-ব্ৰক স ো্জ ো্ৰ 
ঈশ্বৰ-মধ্যোকষথ ব্দু্দিজলোোঁ নোই(?)

হঠোি সিদ জলোোঁ,প্ৰোচীন নিীৰ পোৰি গদ্
উঠো এ ন নোহৰৰ চহৰ

ব্োট সব্োজলোজিই পোজলোোঁ অ্স্ৰ হোি,হোি নহয় 
সেন িীফোেথ  গিৰ দশপো।
ইমোন আটিল,ইমোন উমোল।

এদিন নোহৰৰ সসউ্ীয়োজৰ কদব্িো 
ৰ্োজকোজি ব্ন সকজিকীজয় ৰ্দপয়োই দনজল মন সপদপৰোি।
ি ুৰ নিীি অৱগোহন কদৰব্ স োজ্োজি
সিদ জলোোঁ এই নিীৰ ব্ুকুজিো আজি এ ন সোগৰ।
(সফদনল সোগৰৰ িীৰি শৰ চোই ৰ্োদকজলোোঁ ্লপৰীৰ 
্লজকদলশুদন ৰ্োদকজলোোঁ সোমুদিক সচিোৰি ৰোগ 
মোলহোৰ)
সোগৰৰ ব্ুকুজিো এটো সব্দল,এটো স্োনজ্োনৰ সপোহৰি 
সসয়ো কোৰ িদব্?

মই েুদব্জলোোঁ........
এদেদিললজক েুদব্জলোোঁ,ফুলো সদৰয়হ এেৰোি।
মই েুদব্জলোোঁ.....
কৃষ্ণগহ্বৰৰ ঠোৱদন সনোজপোৱো আন্ধোৰি

,হঠোি সোৰ পোয় সিদ জলোোঁ
আদহ ৰ্কো ব্োটজটোৰ সশষজিো সহস্ৰ ব্োট।
এদিন সকোজনওোঁ কোজকো ঢুদক সনোজপোৱোলক 
হোিৰ ব্োন্ধজব্োৰ সুলদক পদৰল আমোৰ।
ইমোন সপোহৰ,ইমোন আন্ধোৰ! 

ব্িথ মোন মই এ্ন এলজেইমোৰ ৰুগী।উোঁইজয়
স োৱো সমোৰ মন-মগ্ৰু সচদৰব্ৰোম।সকজলো পোহদৰওোঁ,মই 

নোই পোহৰো 
এটো িীঘলীয়ো সিৱিোৰু পিদূল
আৰু নীলো এেুদৰ চকু। 

মন োজ শইকীয়ো           
( স্নোতনকোত্তৰ চতুৰ্থ 

ষোণ্মোসিক)

 োহৰৰ চহৰ
(উৎিৰ্থ: সিৰ্বৈ মহোসৈদ্যোলয়)
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ক'ি সহৰোই গ'দল িই.…

সৰ'ল জন উদকয়োজলই 
এদিয়োও সিৌৰ মোজৰো 
পৰ্োৰৰ িোোঁদিলল,

পকো নুনী আৰু সহলচ স োৱো 
সময়জব্োজৰো সে সিোৰ নোমজিই 

উৎসদগথি আদিল,
দ লদ লোই উদৰ সেোৱো হোোঁদহৰ

সফোোঁৱৰোজব্োৰৰ সন্ধোনি 
হোব্োৰ্ুদৰ  োওোঁ এদিয়ো....

স্মৃদিৰ ব্োঁদকয়োইদি 
আদ্ সমোৰ সসোোঁৱৰদ ৰ 

নোও জন ভটিয়োই ব্োট ব্ুদলজি,
দন্জক চুই চোইজিো 
সহিুলৰিী সকনভোচি 

িদব্ আোঁদক সেোৱো ল'ৰোদল 
কোঁ জপোৱো সসই শোদিক 

িৰংগজব্োৰৰ গ থ্ নৰ মো্ি;

সহ ঈশ্বৰ!
ঘূৰোই দিয়ো সমোক সসই সময়, 
ে'ি, মই সহৰোই েোব্ স োজ্ো

েোদিকিোৰ মো্ৰ পৰো; 
সসো জসৰীয়ো শশশৱৰ
মোদলিো গুঠিব্লল....

স্মসৃতৰ সিোন োৱোলী শশশৱ

দ্সি ো দ্ৱুৰো
( স্নোতনকোত্তৰ চতুৰ্থ ষোণ্মোসিক)
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ডনৰেৰ প্ৰবাডহত সময়

আহডৰ নাই খশেশ া ৰবক ,

জ্ডহ- খডহ   বহু সিযতাৰ

অজিত্ব ডচৰডিনক ।

সময়ৰ কসা াঁতৰ কহশনা

আশৱ অনুিূডত এশ া নাই,

পাডৰজ্াত ফু পাডহও

 াড ক মৰডহ যায় ।

এবাৰ পাৰ হহ কযাৱা

সময় নাশহ উিডত,

হৰ যায় ক ৱ 

ডচ ডম স্মডৃত ।

সময় বৰআশপডি 

ক ডতয়াবা হঠাশত পাৰ হহ যায়, 

ক ডতয়াবা  াশহ-ধীশৰ

কযন  ৃষ্ণ হ্বৰ এটটআশি ৰয়।

সকৌদশক সেকো

স্নাতশ াত্তৰ চতুৰ্ থষান্মাডস 

সময়
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িৃত্য ুৰ মিয় ঠিকনাত্

ত্য মিমিহীন মিাৰ এইজীৱন যাত্ৰা

পাত্মন মকমত্য়াআওৰাি মিচৰা নাই

মেষকত্হি মিাৰ ধাৰণা নাই।

ক্ষণ গমনছ াোঁ মকৱল মত্ািাৰ অছপক্ষাত্

অিুক্ত িাসনাৰ মগালাপ পামহ ত্য মি

িই যমি মত্ািাৰ িাছি এখন মৰক্তহৃিয়

মত্ছে, ত্যমি মিাৰ িাছি মকজানা?

পূণ ণত্াৰ লক্ষ মহোঁপাহৰ িামি।

মকমত্য়ািা িমিৰা িাণ কমৰ াছন

মনশ্চয়কৰা নাই  াগগ!

িমিৰাৰ ৰাগীত্ িামহৰ মহাৱা িুক্ত মিথাৰ

অিুক্তকথাছিাৰশুনািাছচান..

অনুভৱকমৰি মিিৰ মি াঅনুভূমত্।

ত্য মিজানাছন!

যাত্ৰা এটাৰআৰম্ভমণকৰপৰা হয়

িইত্ মযমত্য়াআৰম্ভহয়

আমিত্ মযমত্য়া মেষ হয়

আৰু...

মিিনাৰ িত্ুাোত্আোৰসঞ্চাৰ হয়।

মিাৰ যাত্ৰাৰআৰম্ভমন মত্ািাছত্ই

মেষ মত্ািাছত্ই

িাছথাোঁ ত্য মি পুনৰআনৰ নহিা...

মিশ্বজজৎ হাজমৰকা

স্নোতনকোত্তৰ চতুৰ্থ ষোণ্মোসিক

অিুক্তিাসনা
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Diganta Kalita of BSc 6th Semester, 
Dept of Physics has been selected for 
the post of constable of Assam Police 
Radio organization.

Rhythm Dutta of BSc 6th Semester, 
Dept of Physics received prizes in the 
following categories during the Youth 
Festival:

Khayal: Silver Medal.

Bhajan: Jury’s special award.

Ghazal: Jury’s special award.

Swapan Limbu of BSc 6th Semester, 
Dept of Physics qualified the following 
national level entrance examinations:

Joint Admission Test for Masters 
(JAM) with AIR 96                                                                          

Joint Entrance Screening Test (JEST) 
with AIR 48
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Joydeep Sur, B.Sc 4th Semester, 

Dept. Of Physics Won The 1st Prize In 

Quiz Competition At The 54th College 

Week

Barsha Kurmi , B.Sc 4th

Semester,Department Of Physics 

Won The 2nd Prize In Badminton 

Doubles In The College Week 

Priti Shah , B.Sc 4th Semester, 

Dept Of Physics Winner In Kho Kho

Tournament And 3rd Prize In On The 

Spot Poem Composition (Hindi) In 

College Week
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Shivam Lodh, Prakash Thapa, 

Sandipan Choudhury, Samujjal

Sarkar , B.Sc 4th Semester, 

Department Of Physics Bagged The 

Title of 2nd Runner Up Of Cricket 

Tournament Held At College Week. 

( Pictures Respectively)

Shruti Sarma , B.Sc 4th Semester, 

Department Of Physics Won the Kho 

Kho Tournament Held In College 

Week
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Rhythm Dutta ,BSc 6th Semester
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Kunal Kaustav Nath , B.Sc 6th Semester



Sangsthita Baruah, MSc 4th Semester
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WALKING DOWN THE 
MEMORY LANE
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